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a b s t r a c t

Based on the dynamic poroelastic theory of Biot, dynamic responses of a track system and
poroelastic half-space soil medium subjected to moving train passages are investigated by
the substructure method. The whole system is divided into two separately formulated sub-
structures, the track and the ground, and the rail is described by introducing the Green
function for an infinitely long Euler beam subjected to the action of moving axle loads of
the train and the reactions of the sleeper. Sleepers are represented by a continuous mass
and the effect of the ballast is considered by introducing the Cosserat model for granular
medium. Using the double Fourier transform, the governing equations of motion are then
solved analytically in the frequency-wave-number domain. The time domain responses are
evaluated by the inverse Fourier transform computation for a certain train speed. Com-
puted results show that the shape of the rail displacements of the elastic and poroelastic
soil medium are in good agreement with each other of the low train velocity, but the result
of the poroelastic soil medium is significantly different to that of the elastic soil medium
for the high train velocity which is higher than Rayleigh-wave speed in the soil. The influ-
ence of the soil intrinsic permeability on soil responses is discussed with great care in both
time domain and frequency domain. The dynamic responses of the soil medium are consid-
erably affected by the fluid phase as well as the load velocity.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Studies of the dynamic response of railway track and adjoining ground under the action of moving train has received
considerable attention in a number of engineering fields such as civil engineering, transportation engineering and envi-
ronmental engineering. Recently high-speed trains are becoming increasingly popular and freight trains becoming hea-
vier. Combined with this finding and the observation that Rayleigh-wave speeds are slow in soft soils, it can be seen that
the study of the dynamic response subjected to moving train load is important for environmental sense of the along side
built-in area.

Vibration of a track system on the ground was first considered by Kennedy and Herrmann (1973a,b) who gave an ana-
lytical solution a visco-elastic ground under moving point load. From then on, many soil models are represented to predict
the wave propagation in the track-ground system under the moving load. Kargarnovin et al. (2005) and Kargarnovin and
Younesian (2004) investigated the response of a Timshenko beam on the Pasternak visco-elastic half-space and nonlinear
visco-elastic half-space respectively. Sheng et al. (1999), Takemiya and Bian (2005) and Picoux and Le Houedec (2005) ex-
tended the investigations to the more realistic layered ground system. Kim (2004, 2006) successively analyzed the track-
. All rights reserved.
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ground system considering the ground as a Winkler-type or a two-parameter foundation and the linear hysteretic damping
was taken into account. Generally, there is under-ground water in the considered soil medium, and the existence of the
water affects the wave propagation in the soil medium in some degree during the passage of the train. The fully saturated
poroelastic soil model superior to the linear or visco-elastic one is a good choice to be used for the analysis of dynamic re-
sponses of the track-ground system.

There are many researchers deal with dynamic responses of a fully saturated soil under moving load. Burke and Kingsbury
(1984) presented an analytical solution for a poroelastic medium subjected to traveling surface pressure. Siddharthan et al.
(1993) presented works on the dynamic response of a poroelastic half-space to moving load under plane strain condition.
The couple of soil and fluid was neglected in the works. Theodorakopoulos (2003) and Theodorakopoulos et al. (2004) con-
sidering the relative motion between solid and fluid on the basis of Siddharthan et al. (1993), studied the response of a poro-
elastic half-plane soil medium subjected to moving loads analytically/numerically. Jin et al. (2004) studied the responses of a
poroelastic half-space subjected to a moving point load under plane strain condition. The steady state responses of a fully
saturated poroelastic half-space subjected to a moving rectangular load was investigated by Cai et al. (2007), the track sys-
tem was not considered in the work. It is noted that although many problems involving consolidation or dynamic response of
poroelastic media have been considered, the study dealt with the application of Biot’s theory for analysis of dynamic re-
sponses of railway track system on poroelastic half-space under moving train load are rather limited. Most of the existing
works did not concern three dimensional models, the railway track system, and practical train load. Two dimensional models
are not able to reproduce mechanisms of wave propagation in the poroelastic half-space correctly since the loading zone
represents a reduced area compared to infinite ground surface, thus excluding the hypothesis of plane deformation. The rail-
way track system influenced the dynamic responses as widely known, and a practical train load is superior to both point load
and line load.

In this paper, based on the dynamic poroelastic theory of Biot, an analytical model for the track-ground system taking into
account the coupling of soil particles and pore water of the soil medium is presented. The rail is described by introducing the
Green function for an infinitely long Euler beam subjected to the action of the moving axle loads of the train and reactions of
the sleeper. Sleepers are represented by a continuous mass and the effect of the ballast is considered. The full dynamic poro-
elastic theory of Biot was employed. Using the double Fourier transform, the governing equations of motion are then solved
analytically in the frequency-wave-number domain. The time domain responses are evaluated by the inverse Fourier trans-
form computation for a certain train speed. The influence of the soil intrinsic permeability on soil responses is systematically
discussed in both time domain and frequency domain under low and high train velocity.

2. Governing equations and general solutions

2.1. Analytical solution of poroelastic half-space

The system considered herein, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a uniform porous elastic solid material, fully saturated by a
viscous fluid, and extended to infinity in x, y, z directions. The fluid is free to flow throughout the entire upper surface.
The rail is described by introducing the Green function for an infinite long Euler beam subjected to the action of the moving
axle loads of the train and the reactions of the sleeper. Sleepers are represented by a continuous mass and the effect of the
ballast is considered by introducing the Cosserat model for granular medium.

Based on the assumption of neglecting the apparent mass density, the linearized dynamic equations of motion of fully
saturated poroelastic is given as Biot (1956):
Fig. 1. Coupled track-ground model with sleepers: (a) the details of the model and (b) the main model.
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lui;jj þ ðkþ a2M þ lÞuj;ji þ aMwj;ji ¼ q€ui þ qf €wi ð1Þ
aMuj;ji þMwj;ji ¼ qf €ui þm €wi þ b _wi ð2Þ
where, ui, wi (i = x, y, z) are the solid displacement components and fluid displacement related to solid displacement
along the x, y, z directions; the subscript i,jj, j,ji are symbols of tensor; dots on ui and wi indicate the differential with
respect to time t; k and l are Lame constants; a and M are Biot’s parameters accounting for compressibility of the
two-phased material; q and qf are the actual mass densities of the solid and the fluid, respectively; m is a density-like
parameter that depends on qf and the geometry of the pores; b is a parameter accounting for the internal friction due to
the relative motion between the solid and the pore fluid. The parameter b equals to the ratio between the fluid viscosity
and the intrinsic permeability of the medium (b = 0 for the neglection of internal friction). The constitutive relations can
be expressed as:
rij ¼ kdijhþ lðui;j þ uj;iÞ � adijp ð3Þ
p ¼ �aMhþM1 ð4Þ
where
1 ¼ �wi;i ð5Þ
and h = ui,i is solid strain; rij is the total stress component of bulk material; p is the pore water pressure.
In this paper, the dimensionless coordinates are defined as: x* = x/a, y* = y/a, z* = z/a and the dimensionless time is defined

as s ¼ ðt=aÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l=q

p
, in which a is the half width of the railway track.

The Fourier transform with respect to dimensionless time s is defined as
~f ðx�; y�; z�;XÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
f ðx�; y�; z�; sÞe�iXsds ð6Þ
and the inverse relationship is given by
f ðx�; y�; z�; sÞ ¼ 1
2p

Z 1

�1

~f ðx�; y�; z�;XÞeiXsdX ð7Þ
By making use of Eq. (6) and after some manipulations, Eqs. (1)–(5) lead to the following form:
r2~ux þ ðk� þ 1Þ o~h
ox�
þX2ð1� q�#Þ~ux � ða� #Þ

o~p
ox�
¼ 0 ð8Þ

r2~uy þ ðk� þ 1Þ o~h
oy�
þX2ð1� q�#Þ~uy � ða� #Þ

o~p
oy�
¼ 0 ð9Þ

r2~uz þ ðk� þ 1Þ o~h
oz�
þX2ð1� q�#Þ~uz � ða� #Þ

o~p
oz�
¼ 0 ð10Þ

r2~pþ q�X2

M�#
~pþ q�X2ða� #Þ

#
~h ¼ 0 ð11Þ
The dimensionless parameters in the former equations are defined as: k* = k/l, M* = M/l, q* = qf/q, m* = m/q, b� ¼ ab=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiqlp

,
# = q*X2/(m*X2 � ib*X) and r2 is the Laplacian operator defined by
r2 ¼ o2

ox�2
þ o2

oy�2
þ o2

oz�2
From Eqs. (8)–(11) the following equation can be obtained:
r4~pþ a1r2~pþ a2~p ¼ 0 ð12Þ
in which
a1 ¼
ðm�X2 � ib�XÞðk� þ a2M� þ 2Þ þM�X2 � 2aM�q�X2

ðk� þ 2ÞM� ð13Þ

a2 ¼
ðm�X2 � ib�XÞX2 � ðq�Þ2X4

ðk� þ 2ÞM� ð14Þ
The Fourier transforms with respect to the dimensionless x-coordinate and y-coordinate is defined as
f ðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼
Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
f ðx�; y�; z�;XÞe�iðnx�þgy�Þdx�dy� ð15Þ
and the inverse relationship is given by
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f ðx�; y�; z�;XÞ ¼ 1
4p2

Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
f ðn;g; z�;XÞeiðnx�þgy�Þdndg ð16Þ
The application of Fourier integral transforms to Eqs. (3), (4) and (8)–(11) leads to
~pðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ Aðn;g;XÞe�c1z� þ Bðn;g;XÞe�c2z� ð17Þ

~uzðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ c1F1Aðn;g;XÞe�c1z� þ c2F2Bðn;g;XÞe�c2z� þ Cðn;g;XÞe�c3z� ð18Þ

~uyðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ �ig½F1Aðn;g;XÞe�c1z� þ F2Bðn;g;XÞe�c2z� � þ iDðn;g;XÞe�c3z� ð19Þ

~uxðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ �
i
n
f½E1 þ ðn2 � b2

1ÞF1�Ae�c1z� þ ½E2 þ ðn2 � b2
2ÞF2�Be�c2z� þ ðCc3 þ DgÞe�c3z� g ð20Þ
in which
ci ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ g2 � b2

i

q
; i ¼ 1;2

c3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ g2 þ D2

q

Ei ¼
#M�b2

i � q�X2

q�X2ða� #ÞM� ; i ¼ 1;2

Fi ¼
k�Ei þ Ei � aþ #

D2 � b2
i

; i ¼ 1;2

b2
1 ¼

a1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

1 � 4a2

q
2

; b2
2 ¼

a1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

1 � 4a2

q
2

D2 ¼ ð1� q�#ÞX2
As the model studied concerns half-space problem, the real part of ci (i = 1, 2, 3) must be positive to fulfill the infinite
boundary conditions of the half-space.

Boundary conditions of the half-space are given as follows:
rzzðx�; y�;0; sÞ ¼ �
1

2a
Pðy�Þqzðx�; sÞ ð21Þ

sxzðx�; y�;0; sÞ ¼ 0 ð22Þ
syzðx�; y�;0; sÞ ¼ 0 ð23Þ
pðx�; y�;0; sÞ ¼ 0 ð24Þ
Pðy�Þuzðx�;0;0; sÞ ¼ uBðx�; sÞ ð25Þ
where qz (x*, s) is the ballast force on the ground; uB (x*,s) denotes the ballast displacement at the surface of the ground and
Eq. (25) indicates that the displacement of the surface of the ground under the ballast is equal to the displacement of the
ballast. And the load distributing function is defined as
Pðy�Þ ¼
1 jy�j 6 L�Bal

0 jy�j > L�Bal

�
ð26Þ
in which, LBal is the half ballast width, and L�Bal ¼ LBal=a denotes the dimensionless half ballast width.
Using expressions of Eqs. (3) and (4), the Fourier transformed of uz under the boundary conditions of Eqs. (21)–(24) are

given as follows:
~uzðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ �PðgÞ�~qzðn;XÞ/ðn;g; z�;XÞ ð27Þ
where
/ðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ 1
D
½ðc2

3 þ n2 þ g2Þðc2a2e�c2z� � c1a1e�c1z� Þ þ ðc1g5 � c2g6Þe�c3z� �

gi ¼ Ei þ ð2n2 � b2
i ÞFi; i ¼ 1;2

g3 ¼ k�E1 � 2c2
1F1 � a; g4 ¼ k�E2 � 2c2

2F2 � a
g5 ¼ g1 þ 2g2a1; g6 ¼ g2 þ 2g2a2

D ¼ ðg4 � g3Þðc2
3 þ n2 þ g2Þ � 2c3ðc1g5 � c2g6Þ



Fig. 2. Representation of train excitation.
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2.2. Description of the railway track

The track system used here is introduced from that of Picoux and Le Houedec (2005). The dimensionless equation for the
rails represented by an Euler Beam is written as
Table 1
Parame

P�Eng
P�Wag
L�Eng
L�Wag
a�t
b�t
d�t
L�Dis

Table 2
Dimens

Dimens

Lame c
Compre
Water d
Hystere
Parame
Compre
Ratio b
Beam b
Beam m
Spring
Sleeper
Ballast
Half wi
d
o4uRðx�; sÞ

ox�4
þm�R

o2uR

os2 þ k�P½uRðx�; sÞ � uSðx�; sÞ� ¼
F�zðx�; sÞ x� � c�s ¼ 0
0 x� � c�s 6¼ 0

�
ð28Þ
in which uR is the displacement of the Euler beam, d = EI/la4 is the dimensionless bending rigidity of the rail, m�R ¼ mR=qa2 is
the dimensionless mass of the rail per unit length, k�P ¼ kP=la denotes the dimensionless spring constant of the rail pads,
F�z ¼ Fz=la2 is the dimensionless load acting on the Euler beam, uS is the displacement of the sleepers, c� ¼ V

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q=l

p
is the

dimensionless load velocity and x* � c*s indicates the load position.
It is shown by Vostroukhov and Metrikine (2003) that the vertical displacement due to train passage over a track with

discrete sleeper positions is almost identical to the results when the sleepers are uniformly distributed along the track.
Hence sleepers are represented by a continuous mass in the dimensionless equation as
m�S
o2uSðx�; sÞ

os2 þ k�P½uSðx�; sÞ � uRðx�; sÞ� ¼ �F�Sðx�; sÞ ð29Þ
where m�S ¼ mS=qa2 is the dimensionless mass of the sleepers per unit length, F�S ¼ FS=la2 is the dimensionless force be-
tween the sleepers and the ballast.

The ballast is first considered by Cosserat model by Suiker et al. (1999). At the top and bottom of the ballast, the system is
written as (dimensionless):
ters of a train

0.008
0.005
22.2
24.4
2.9
14.8
4
�35

ionless parameters of a rail-track and soil

ionless coefficients Numerical values

onstants, k* 2
ssibility of water, M* 12
ensity, q* 0.53
tic damping ratio, b 0.02
ter of soil structure, m* 1.5625
ssibility of soil grain, a 0.97

etween fluid viscosity and permeability, b* 10
ending rigidity, d 1
ass of unit length, m�R 2

constant, k�P ¼ k�B 2.7
mass of unit length, m�S 4

mass of unit length, m�B 10
dth of the Ballast, L�Bal 2
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m�B
6

2
o2uSðx�; sÞ

os2 þ o2uBðx�; sÞ
os2

" #
þ k�B½uSðx�; sÞ � uBðx�; sÞ� ¼ F�Sðx�; sÞ ð30Þ

m�B
6

o2uSðx�; sÞ
os2 þ 2

o2uBðx�; sÞ
os2

" #
þ k�B½�uSðx�; sÞ þ uBðx�; sÞ� ¼ �F�Bðx�; sÞ ð31Þ
in which m�B ¼ mB=qa2 is the dimensionless mass of the ballast per unit length, k�B ¼ kB=la2 is the dimensionless spring
constant between ballast and sleepers and F�B ¼ FB=la2 is the dimensionless ballast force on the soil. F�B equals qz(x*,s) in
Eq. (21).

Using Eqs. (6) and (15), the following set of equations relative to the track in Fourier transformed domain is obtained from
Eqs. (27)–(31) after eliminating F�S:
a1ðn;XÞ�~uRðn;XÞ � k�P
�~uSðn;XÞ ¼ a2ðn;XÞ

�k�P
�~uRðn;XÞ þ a3ðn;XÞ�~uSðn;XÞ þ a4ðn;XÞ�~uBðn;XÞ ¼ 0

a4ðn;XÞ�~uSðn;XÞ þ a5ðn;XÞ�~uBðn;XÞ ¼ ��~F�Bðn;XÞ
�~uBðn;XÞ ¼ a6ðn;XÞ�~F�Bðn;XÞ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð32Þ
Fig. 3. Comparison with the existing work: (a) with that of Picoux and Le Houedec (2005); (b) with that of Cai et al. (2007).
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where
a1ðn;XÞ ¼ dn4 �m�RX
2 þ k�P

a2ðn;XÞ ¼ F�zðn;XÞ
a3ðn;XÞ ¼ �m�BX

2=2þ k�P þ k�B �m�SX
2

a4ðn;XÞ ¼ �m�BX
2=6� k�B

a5ðn;XÞ ¼ �m�BX
2=3þ k�B

a6ðn;XÞ ¼ Wðn;0;XÞ

Wðn;0;XÞ ¼ 1
2p

Z 1

�1
�P2ðgÞ/ðn;g; 0;XÞeigydy
Solution of Eq. (32) yields the force expression:
~F�Bðn;XÞ ¼
a2ðn;XÞa4ðn;XÞk�P

a1ðn;XÞa6ðn;XÞa2
4ðn;XÞ � ða3ðn;XÞa1ðn;XÞ � k�2P Þð1þ a5ðn;XÞa6ðn;XÞÞ

ð33Þ
and soil displacement in Fourier transform domain is finally given by
~uzðn;g; z�;XÞ ¼ �PðgÞ~F�Bðn;XÞ/ðn;g; z�;XÞ ð34Þ
So soil displacement in real domain can be expressed, by introducing auxiliary spatial coordinate x�t ¼ x� � c�s, as
uzðx�t ; y�; z�Þ ¼
1

4p2

Z 1

�1

Z 1

�1
�PðgÞ~F�Bðn;�nc�Þ/ðn;g; z�;�nc�Þei½nx�tþgy��dndg ð35Þ
Fig. 4. Comparison between model with track system and model without track system: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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2.3. Description of the train load

In deriving the ground vibration under train passage, a series of moving axle loads are formulated in view of the train
geometry in Fig. 2. Here the model of Takemiya and Bian (2005) is employed:
Fig. 5. Comparison between poroelastic medium and elastic medium: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05, (c) c* = 0.2 comparison with experimental result.



Fig. 6. Dimensionless vertical displacements varied with x�t : (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.

Fig. 7. Displacement ratio variation with c*.
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Fig. 8. Effect of d on vertical rail displacement under different c* and b*.

Fig. 9. Fourier amplitudes of displacements: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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pxt
n ðn;XÞ ¼ 2pdðc�n�XÞvNT

ðnÞ ð36Þ
where
vNT
ðnÞ ¼

XNT

n¼1

P�Engð1þ e�ia�t n þ e�iða�tþb�t Þn þ e�ið2a�tþb�t ÞnÞ
n

þP�Wagð1þ e�ia�t n þ e�iða�tþb�t Þn þ e�ið2a�tþb�t ÞnÞe�iðn�1ÞL�Wagne�iðd�tþL�EngÞn
o

e�iL�Disn ð37Þ
in which, P�Eng ¼ PEng=la2 and P�Wag ¼ PWag=la2 are the dimensionless axle loads of the engines and the carriages respec-
tively, NT is the number of the carriages, L�Eng ¼ LEng=a and L�Wag ¼ LWag=a are the dimensionless engine length and car-
riage length respectively, a�t ¼ at=a is the dimensionless distance between the first and second axles of a carriage,
b�t ¼ bt=a is the dimensionless distance between the second and third axles of a carriage. d�t ¼ dt=a is the dimensionless
distance between the first axle of a carriage and the end of the former carriage, L�Dis ¼ LDis=a is the dimensionless dis-
tance of the train and the observation point. The parameters of the train are given in Table 1 which are from Takemiya
and Bian (2005).

3. Numerical analysis results and discussion

In this study, fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to perform the inverse transform with respect to n and g. To compute
the inverse transform accurately with a discrete transform, the integrals must be truncated at sufficiently high values to
Fig. 10. Dimensionless vertical accelerations varied with x�t : (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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avoid distortion of the results, while the mesh of the calculated functions must be fine enough to represent well the details of
the functions. According to the analysis of Takemiya and Bian (2005), an FFT algorithm is employed with a grid of
1024 � 1024 points over a range of �4 < n < 4 and �4 < g < 4 to satisfy both these requirements. For the cases of transonic
speeds, the pole of the integrands can be shifted off the real axis n and g by introducing material attenuation. The material
damping can be taken into account through use of complex Lame’s constants, i.e. kc = k*(1 + 2ib) and lc = l*(1 + 2ib), where b
denotes the hysteretic damping ratio.

The normalized displacements, accelerations and excess pore water pressure in the following parts are defined as:
u�z ¼ uzðx�t ; y�; z�Þ=P�Eng, a�z ¼ azðx�t ; y�; z�Þ=P�Eng, p� ¼ pðx�t ; y�; z�Þ=P�Eng, where x�t ¼ x� � c�s. The track and soil properties are pre-
sented in Table 2, in which the soil parameters are from Jin (2004), and the track parameters are from Picoux and Le Houedec
(2005).

3.1. Comparison between present works with Picoux

In order to verify the accuracy of the present procedure on further application to the train load, Fig. 3(a) compares the
numerical result of rail vertical displacement given in Picoux and Le Houedec (2005) with that of the present work, in which
VR is defined as the Rayleigh-wave speed of the soil. The ballast is considered as the first layer of the ground as in Picoux and
Le Houedec (2005). The dimensionless water density of the present work used in Fig. 3(a) is assumed to be a small value
(10�3) to degenerate the poroelastic soil into elastic soil, and other parameters of the track system and the ground are
the same with those of Picoux and Le Houedec (2005). As can be seen, the results for the present work are in good agreement
with the numerical result of Picoux and Le Houedec (2005).
Fig. 11. Fourier amplitudes of accelerations: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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3.2. Comparison between present works with Cai

For the sake of verifying the accuracy of the present method used for solving the Biot theory of the fully saturated poro-
elastic half-space, Fig. 3(b) compares the result of soil vertical displacement given in Cai et al. (2007) with that calculated by
the method of the present work. The model of a fully saturated poroelastic half-space subjected to a moving rectangular load
is employed, and the parameters for the calculation are the same for both method. It can be seen that the results for the pres-
ent work and that of Cai et al. (2007) are in good agreement with each other.

3.3. Numerical results of present work

To limit the environmental vibration of the area on the train line-side, it particularly concerns the displacements and
accelerations of the ground surface. In view of this, the displacement and acceleration responses of the ground surface
are mainly discussed as follows, in which two carriages and one engine are taken into account for a train. The train is as-
sumed to move at c* = 0.2, which is far below the Rayleigh-wave velocity of the soil medium, and c* = 1.05, which is beyond
the Rayleigh-wave velocity of the soil medium.

3.3.1. Effect of the track system
The effect of the track system on soil dynamic response is shown in Fig. 4 in which soil displacement of the model with

track system is compared with that of the model without track system. In the model without track system, the train loads
directly act on the soil surface. It can be seen that the track system not only influence the amplitude of the soil displacement,
Fig. 12. Dimensionless excess pore water pressure varied with x�t : (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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but also redistribute the train load for both low and high train velocity. Therefore it is extremely important to consider the
track system while studying the dynamic response to moving train load.

3.3.2. Displacement responses
Vertical displacements of elastic and poroelastic soil medium are compared in Fig. 5 under different train velocity. The

vertical displacement of the poroelastic soil medium is smaller than that of the elastic soil medium for the low train velocity.
However, for the high train velocity when c* = 1.05, the vertical displacement of the poroelastic soil medium is larger than
that of the elastic soil. The maximum amplitude difference is over 30%. This phenomenon is also given in Jin et al. (2004). The
shape of the curves of the computed u�z of the two kinds of soil medium are in good agreement with each other of the low
train velocity, but for the high train velocity, the results turn out to be quite different. Thus, dynamic responses analysis of
some existing method considering the elastic soil medium is limited to cases with low train velocity.

Fig. 5(c) compares the numerical result of vertical displacement of the rail for the poroelastic half-space with the exper-
imental result given in Picoux and Le Houedec (2005) and vertical displacement of the rail for elastic half-space for the same
used computed parameters. The elastic half-space model used here is simulated by letting the dimensionless water density
of the present work to be a small value (10�3). At the same time, other parameters of poroelastic and elastic medium are the
same with that given in Picoux and Le Houedec (2005). As can be seen, the results for the poroelastic half-space are in good
agreement with the experimental result of Picoux and Le Houedec (2005). And it is clearly shown in Fig. 5(c) that the poro-
elastic model is closer to the experimental result than the elastic model. Therefore a fully saturated poroelastic soil model is
a better choice to be used for the analysis of dynamic responses of the track-ground system.

Subjected to the train passages with the geometry of the axle loads shown in Fig. 2, the dimensionless vertical displace-
ments of the rail and the ground are depicted in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. If the train velocity is small, the deformation of
Fig. 13. Dimensionless rail vertical displacements varied with x�t under different b*: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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the rail and the ground surface just follow the layout of bogies. But if the train velocity is large, the effect of the inertial force
is considerable so that the rail and the ground show significantly large dynamic responses. Fig. 6 also shows the effect of y*

on the vertical displacement responses of the ground. It was found that, bogies can heavily influence the displacement re-
sponses of the rail and the ground when y* = 0. When y* = 5 the contribution of the bogies are blurry and the dimensionless
displacement decreases rapidly with the increasing of y*.

As reported by Theodorakopoulos (2003), if the load velocity approaches the Rayleigh-wave velocity of the ground, as
shown in Fig. 7, the displacement of the ground reaches a peak. In Fig. 7 the displacement ratio is defined as the ratio of
the maximal dimensionless displacement to that of c* = 0.2. A peak of displacement ratio appears in Fig. 7 if the train velocity
approaches the Rayleigh-wave velocity of the ground (c* = 0.92–0.93). The train velocity related to the maximal ground dis-
placement of the poroelastic soil medium is larger than that of the elastic soil medium, and it increases with the decreasing
of b*. Here the fluid viscosity is assumed as a constant, and the variety of b* denotes the variety of the intrinsic permeability of
the soil medium. The case of b* = 100 stands for soil with low intrinsic permeability such as clay, and b* = 1 indicates soil with
high intrinsic permeability such as sand.

The effect of rail rigidity on rail vertical displacement under different b* is given in Fig. 8, in which, the normal-
ized u�z is defined as ratio of u�z and u�z when d = 1. It is observed that the effect of d on the rail vertical displacement
is limited for the low train velocity, whether for high or low intrinsic permeability. However, when the train is mov-
ing at high velocity, d has an effect on rail vertical displacement. Especially for soil which has a low intrinsic per-
meability such as clay, the rail vertical displacement decreases rapidly when d increases. Thus, on soil with low
intrinsic permeability such as clay, it is effective to increase the rigidity of the rails for the sake of reducing the
ground vibration.
Fig. 14. Fourier amplitudes of rail displacements under different b*: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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To investigate the dynamic displacement responses of the system in frequency domain, their Fourier spectrums are given
in Fig. 9. The quasi-static response due to the train weight is grouped in the frequency range lower than 0.2 Hz, and the peak
around 0.7 Hz is associated with the train geometry against the train speed. The peaks in frequency range from 1 to 2 Hz are
deemed to be originated from the bogie positioning. When y* = 5, the main contributions to the ground displacement are
from the train weight, and the responses associated with the train geometry are rather limited. In Fig. 9(b), the train velocity
is assumed to be at c* = 1.05, the subordinate peaks caused by the train geometry and bogies shift by the train speed ratio of
1.05/0.2 = 5.25. Corresponding to 0.7 Hz for the case of c* = 0.2, the peak originate from the train geometry against the train
speed shifted to 3.6 Hz. The contribution of the subordinate peaks is more amplified when train velocity increases. It is also
observed that for high train velocity, the contribution of the ground response associated with the train geometry increases to
an amplitude larger than the response associated with the train weight.

3.3.3. Acceleration responses
The dimensionless acceleration of the rail and the lines with distances y* = 0, 3 and 5 away from the train line is plotted in

Fig. 10, and their Fourier spectrums are given in Fig. 11, for different train velocities. If the train velocity is small (c* = 0.2),
peak values of the acceleration of the ground surface appear at the position on which axle loads of the train act. The influence
of the bogies are both significant when c* = 0.2 and 1.05. Frequencies of acceleration responses concentrate in several Hertz,
for the given geometry of the train, when the time is converted to distance by multiplying the train speed. For the train veloc-
ity c* = 0.2, the Fourier amplitudes are more dominated by frequencies 0.5–5 Hz than other frequencies. It is caused from the
dynamic track interaction with the Rayleigh-wave propagation at the site. With the distance from the observation point
increasing, the above predominant frequency still dominates the response there. For the case of c* = 1.05, the dominate fre-
quencies shift to a higher scale of 2.6–26 Hz by the speed ratio 5.25, and a predominant peak appears near 5 Hz. This is be-
Fig. 15. Dimensionless rail vertical accelerations varied with x�t under different b*: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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cause that for high train velocity, the acceleration responses which caused by the distance of the second and the third axles
loads of the train become significant.

3.3.4. Pore water pressure responses
It is important to study the excess pore water pressure of the soil medium during the train passages are passing, since it

has considerable effect on settlement of the ground. The excess pore water pressure at z* = 1, y* = 0 is investigated as shown
in Fig. 12. For the small train velocity of c* = 0.2, peak values of the excess pore water pressure appear beneath the position
that axle loads of the train acts on, but it is not so for the case of c* = 1.05. In Fig. 12, the excess pore water pressure decreases
significantly with the increasing of y* both for c* = 0.2 and 1.05.

3.3.5. Influence of the intrinsic permeability
One of the most crucial parameters that differentiate poroelastic medium from elastic medium is the intrinsic permeabil-

ity of the soil which, proved in the following part, has significant influence on rail dynamic responses. Fig. 13 shows the influ-
ence of intrinsic permeability on rail displacement. For train velocity lower than R-wave velocity, say c* = 0.2, the variety of b*

only influences the amplitude of the rail displacements. However for train velocity which is higher than R-wave velocity, the
variety of b* not only influences the amplitude of rail displacement, but changed the shapes of the displacement curve as
well. In this case, significant vibration is observed when b* = 10 and 100 which stand for soil with low intrinsic permeability
such as clay. For b* = 1 which indicates soil with high intrinsic permeability such as sand, the vibration is inconspicuous. This
is because that, for soil with low intrinsic permeability, the effect of the coupling of the fluid and the soil skeleton is signif-
icant. The Fourier amplitudes of rail displacements are given in Fig. 14. As can be seen in Fig. 14(a), which presents the case of
c* = 0.2, the variety of b* nearly influences rail displacement on the whole frequency range but the effect is limited. Never-
Fig. 16. Fourier amplitudes of rail accelerations under different b*: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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theless when c* = 1.05 the effect of variety of b* is obvious. When b* = 1 the displacements originated from the train geometry
distributed between 2.5 and 15 Hz, and when b* = 10 and 100, they tend to gather between 5 and 7.5 Hz, namely, when b*

increases the displacement distributed between 2.5 and 5 Hz and 7.5 and 15 Hz decreases and the displacement distributed
between 5 and 7.5 Hz increases significantly. The explanation of the phenomenon is the viscous effect of the fluid in the soil.

The influence of b* on rail acceleration and Fourier spectrums of rail acceleration are presented in Figs. 15 and 16, respec-
tively. The same as in the case of Fig. 13, for low train velocity b* only influences the amplitude of the rail displacements and
the effect is limited. However in the case of high train velocity, significant vibration is observed when b* = 10 and 100. For
b* = 1 the vibration is inconspicuous. It is shown in Fig. 16(a), which presents the case of c* = 0.2, the whole frequency range is
influenced by b* but the effect is limited. However when c* = 1.05 the effect of variety of b* is obvious. When b* = 10, the accel-
eration originated from the train geometry tend to gather between 5 and 7.5 Hz, which is the same as in the case of displace-
ment. When b* increases the acceleration distributed between 2.5 and 5 Hz and 7.5 and 17.5 Hz decreases and the
acceleration distributed between 5 and 7.5 Hz increases significantly.

Fig. 17(a) and (b) give the excess pore water pressure at different depth when y* = 0 for c* = 0.2 and 1.05, respectively. It is
observed that the excess pore water pressure increases rapidly with the increasing of b*. The maximal excess pore water
pressure appears at about z* = 2–6, and for higher value of b* the peak value appears in the shallower layer of the soil. For
the low permeable soil medium such as the soft clay, the high speed train will induce high dynamic excess pore water pres-
sure in the ground which can soften the soft clay and result in large settlement of the ground. But it only needs to treat the
soft ground in several meters because the effect of the train on the excess pore water pressure of deeper soil medium is lim-
ited. The influence of rail rigidity on excess pore water pressure under different b* is presented in Fig. 18, in which, the nor-
malized p* is defined as ratio of p* and p* when d = 1. It is observed that, for the low train velocity, the effect of d on the excess
Fig. 17. Pore water pressure variation with z under different b*: (a) c* = 0.2, (b) c* = 1.05.
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pore water pressure is limited, whether for high or low intrinsic permeability. But if the train velocity is high, d has obvious
effect on excess pore water pressure. Especially for soil which has a low intrinsic permeability such as clay, the excess pore
water pressure decreases rapidly when d increases.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a track and poroelastic half-space soil medium subjected to moving train passages are investigated with due
consideration to dynamic interaction between a track system comprising continuous rails, sleepers and ballast, and the
underlying poroelastic half-space ground. The moving train load is simulated by a series of moving axle loads formulated
in views of the train geometry. The double Fourier transform is employed, and the governing equations of motion are solved
analytically in the frequency-wave-number domain. The time domain responses are evaluated by the inverse Fourier trans-
form computation for a certain train speed. Computed results of the proposed model are compared with those of existing
methods. The following conclusions can be drawn from the numerical studies:

1. The effect of d on rail vertical displacement is limited for low train velocity. However for high train velocity, d has obvious
effect on rail vertical displacement. Especially for soil with low intrinsic permeability, it is effective to increase the rigidity
of the rails for the sake of reducing the ground vibration.

2. In the time domain: when the train speed is low, the deformation of the soil just follows the layout of bogies and the
vertical displacement of the poroelastic soil medium is smaller than that of the elastic soil medium. When the train speed
is high, the vertical displacement of the poroelastic soil medium is larger than that of the elastic soil. The variety of b* only
influences the amplitude of the rail displacements and acceleration for train velocity lower than R-wave speed. For train
velocity which is higher than R-wave speed, the variety of b* not only influences the amplitude of rail displacement and
acceleration, but changed the shapes of the displacement and acceleration curves as well. Significant vibration is observed
for rail responses when b* = 10 and 100 which stand for soil with low intrinsic permeability such as clay. For b* = 1 which
indicates soil with high intrinsic permeability such as sand, the vibration is inconspicuous.

3. In the frequency domain: the whole frequency range is influenced by b* for both rail displacement and acceleration when
c* = 0.2 but the effect is limited. However when c* = 1.05 the effect of variety of b* is obvious. When b* = 10 and 100, the
displacement and acceleration originated from the train geometry tend to gather between 5 and 7.5 Hz. The displacement
and acceleration distributed between 2.5 and 5 and 7.5 and 17.5 Hz decreases and those between 5 and 7.5 Hz increases
significantly as b* increases.

4. Pore water pressure increases rapidly, and a sharp peaks appear clearly at the moment when the axle loads move over a
focused point. For the low train velocity, the effect of don the excess pore water pressure is limited, whether for sand or
soft clay. If the train velocity is high, dhas an effect on excess pore water pressure. Especially for soil which has a low
intrinsic permeability such as clay, the excess pore water pressure decreases rapidly when d increases.
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